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I support some sensible efforts to produce clean energy sources such as this. However I do not
 support transmitting it across several states at the expense of our states beauty and our own
 environment. Especially when it involves taking our land against our wishes and harming the value
 of our property and the nearby properties.  Doing this is not necessary and only makes more profits
 for the companies or individuals owning or benefitting from this venture.  Again I am not against
 them producing the power in Oklahoma, but they need to sell and use it in Oklahoma instead of
 trying to increase profits by transmitting it to more profitable areas of the US.  I find it hard to
 believe that this venture would produce more electricity than could be consumed in Oklahoma near
 point of production. I believe the owners and the parties behind it have better deals outside of
 Oklahoma that will increase their profits. Possibly deals with other utility companies such as TVA so
 that TVA can show or count this power toward their own requirements for clean sources.  This is not
 right to the citizens of Arkansas and the land owners affected by this. Any promoted benefits such
 as increased jobs or purchases of construction products from Arkansas companies is short lived and
 just an attempt to win support while the state and land owners will be harmed for a lifetime.   They
 do not care about anything but their profits or they would at least be putting all this underground
 where it would be much better, but still not great. Of course that costs more money and they are all
 about making money for themselves.
 
This is nothing but greed and I strongly oppose it and feel it is not necessary to transmit any of this
 power outside of the immediate production area.
Build it, produce it, and use the power locally. If it is so great then you will be a hero in Oklahoma
 and they can be your model. Your simply wanting to take it into other states to increase your profits
 and that is not what this should be about and at the expense of Arkansans and land owners.
 
 
Kevin Briggler
22 Mockingbird Lane
Hattieville, AR 72063
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